ACROSS
1 Stumble in feeble illumination (5,5)
7 Group hasn’t time for composer (4)
9 People hurry (4)
10 Charlie finished feature on the cricket field (5,5)
11 Cuba’s mountainous and unwelcoming (6)
12 The way scholar is caught by feeble fielder (5,3)
13 Where the striker stands for more pay (8)
15 Means of securing Hindu leader’s snake (4)
17 Look both ways (4)
19 Doctor paid a vet to be compliant (8)
22 Given up representing East German individua (8)
23 Married woman shows animosity (6)
25 Where noise disturbed general (10)
26 Coppers share the action (4)
27 Head of staff in large firm (4)
28 A good hand for prince getting generous (5,5)

DOWN
2 Nice hat designed in seminar (5-2)
3 Thought an apprentice most suitable (5)
4 Call Mary, troubled and weepy (8)
5 Lose and squeal (4,3,4,4)
6 Cliff’s free to be passionate (6)
7 Dashing young men, lustful and inflamed (9)
8 Drum up support for painting on Sunday (7)
14 Agent has dislike of picture (9)
16 Something comforting uttered in royal retreat (8)
18 Irate CO replaced porn (7)
20 Clergyman promises to be cruel (7)
21 Trouble when relative runs away (6)
24 Students keeping Primate in a flap (5)

Solution to Saturday’s prize puzzle on Saturday September 23
Solution to yesterday’s prize puzzle on Monday September 25
Winners’ names will be printed in Weekend FT